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EDITORIAL
Dear Readers,
As the border conflict with China enters its seventh month in November, we find India increasingly focusing on building its indigenous capabilities to meet the military challenge posed on the Line of Actual
Control in Ladakh.
The Defence Research and Development Organisation has been at the forefront in showcasing India’s
latest military technology capabilities over the last two months. In September and October, the DRDO
has aligned with the Indian armed forces to demonstrate the domestic weapons development capabilities
by carrying out test firing of key systems.
The two months of big bang tests began with the DRDO carrying out the Hypersonic Technology
Demonstrator Vehicle, which took India into an exclusive club of nations that have done similar tests
globally, on Sep. 7.
Hypersonic Technology Demonstration Vehicle is a scramjet-powered cruise vehicle with a velocity of
two km per second that will now serve as the test platform for future cruise missiles. Basically, the possibility of ‘BrahMos’ or any similar weapon system of India going hypersonic soon is a reality.
A similar breakthrough was achieved in the underwater weapon system too when on Oct. 5, another
supersonic technology was tested. The Supersonic Missile Assisted Release of Torpedo (SMART) is a
high-speed missile which delivers a lightweight torpedo to attack enemy submarines over 600 km away.
On Oct. 12, the DRDO tested the indigenously designed and developed 1,000-kilometre cruise missile,
‘Nirbhay’, from the integrated test range on A. P. J. Abdul Kalam island off the coast of Odisha. It was
the seventh test of the land-attack missile, and the first test using an indigenously built turbo-engine.
The test was unfortunately a failure. But it was just one disappointment in a series of dozen successful
missiles tests over the past two months.
Among the other tests were the ‘BrahMos’ missile itself, apart from the anti-radiation missile named
‘Rudram’ and the laser-guided anti-tank missile. A key highlight of the series of tests was that of the unpublicised one of the nuclear-capable ‘Shaurya’, a ground-launched variant of the submarine-launched
B-05 ballistic missile.
New Acquisition Rules
In the last one month, India also did some major reforms in its defence procurement processes. First
came the new Defence Acquisition Procedure 2020. The new acquisition rules for arming the defence
forces focuses on energising the domestic arms industry and on making most weapons and military systems within the country.
Aimed at simplifying the procurement process, enhancing the ease of doing defence business in India
and to minimise the time delays in arming the forces, the DAP-2020 will now be valid for five years. In
the previous years, the document was revised erratically without any fixed term for its validity.
The DAP-2020 became applicable from Oct. 1. Formulation of DAP 2020 has been done over a year
now. DAP-2020 has been aligned with the vision of the Indian government’s ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’ or
‘Self-Reliant India’, and empowering Indian domestic industry through ‘Make in India’ initiative with the
ultimate aim of turning India into a global manufacturing hub.
With the new Foreign Direct Investment policy announced, the DAP \-2020 has adequately included
provisions to encourage FDI to establish manufacturing hubs both for import substitution and exports
while protecting interests of Indian domestic industry.
India has also released its defence research agency’s procurement manual for 2020 that is aimed at
increasing the scope of participation of local industry in military products development. The latest procurement manual is expected to encourage more participation of the Indian industry, including Startups
and Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) in Defence Research and Development (R&D) for
achieving ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat‘.
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China uses data as a weapon, India
has to stop Beijing: Experts
China’s philosophy in supporting companies, such
as Huawei and ZTE for their 5G technology and
TikTok and others engaged in running social networking platforms, is to create modern-day versions of the East India Company, which had been
used by the British to colonise India.. P 19

COASTAL SECURITY

India coast guard averts major
disaster off Sri Lanka, fights fire
on Very Large Crude Carrier
New Delhi: An alert and sharply intuitive operation by India’s
coast guard has averted a major shipping and environment disaster off Sri Lanka this month that had threatened ecological
degradation along the South Asian giant’s southern coast, the
island nation’s eastern coast and the Maldivian atolls.
The Indian Coast Guard’s action is seen by maritime historians as a major achievement in maritime history, for emergency response.
The Indian Coast Guard’s rescue operations and saving of
both the cargo on board the Very Large Crude Carrier (VLCC)
‘MT New Diamond’ and its 23 crew members in an action that
lasted a week from Sep. 7, according to the ICG officers at the
headquarters here.
As is obvious, MT New Diamond, a 333-metre oil tanker,
was carrying a highly inflammable ‘Kuwait Export Crude’ and
the ICG action was responsible in saving the entire cargo, despite the raging fire and intermittent explosions on board the
VLCC, the officers said.

The ICG spearheaded a perilous firefighting on board the
oil tanker off Sri Lanka’s East coast and the VLCC was carrying
300,000 metric tons of crude oil, which is a Category 1 inflammable liquid according to Material Safety Data Sheet.
“The fire on board the VLCC MT New Diamond could have
been a serious disaster for the region, and it could have threatened bio-diversified marine environment off Sri Lanka, Maldives and southern India,” the officers said.
Comparing with the recent oil-spill mishap of 1,000 T Bunker Oil from MV Wakashio witnessed off Mauritius in Aug.
2020 that led to declaration of ‘National Emergency’ by the
island nation, the quantum of crude in this incident was 270
times voluminous. “The oil spill from MT New Diamond would
have had a devastating effect of a very high magnitude for the
region.”
MT New Diamond, a Panama-flagged vessel with 23 crew,
was on passage from Kuwait to India’s Paradip Port. Its crew
reported fire due to boiler explosion aboard on Sep. 3 morning
NOVEMBER 2020
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around 40 nautical miles (approximately 70 km) off Tirrukkovil in southeastern Sri Lankan coast.
The distress message was picked-up by the Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre (MRCC) in Colombo and by MRCC in
Mumbai. The Government of Sri Lanka, post assessing the situation, requested immediate Indian support through the High
Commission of India in Sri Lanka.
The Indian Coast Guard is the authority for National Maritime Search and Rescue (NMSAR), the National Coordinating Authority for Oil Spill Response in Indian waters and
the Competent National Authority under the Regional South
Asian Co-operative Environment Programme (SACEP) for
responding and coordinating marine pollution response in
South Asian Sea region.
The SACEP of Sri Lanka sought assistance of ICG, as the
threat of the oil spill to the entire region was imminent, to conduct the rescue and firefighting operation on the distressed
tanker, including pollution response operation. India is one of
the signatories to the regional association mechanism for such
operations.
A multi-mission capable Offshore Patrol Vessel ICGS Shaurya, on preventive operations deployment off Tamil Nadu
coast, was immediately diverted to carry out the rescue and
the firefighting operations on MT New Diamond. It was the
first ship to arrive at the “Golden Hour” on scene to commence
firefighting by afternoon on the same day.
On Sep. 3 night, another blast on board MT New Diamond
took place due to the fire, yet ICGS Shaurya continued her effort to keep the fire under control. Meanwhile, a joint effort by
MRCC of ICG and Sri Lanka Navy ensured the rescue of 22 of
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the 23 crew members by alerting the nearest ships around the
operation spot.
“The timely and daring firefighting efforts by ICGS Shaurya
was the game changer and ensured that the fire remain contained within the bridge and accommodation area,” an officer
said.
“If not, the fire would have spread to the cargo hold, carrying huge volume of crude, resulting in explosions and consequent catastrophic environmental disaster.”
By Sep. 4, six ICG ships, including specialist Pollution Response Vessel, augmented initial response and two Dornier
aircraft were pressed into action to operate from Sri Lankan
soil for logistics and pollution response. ICG ships utilised sophisticated special-fit External Fire Fighting (EFF) system to
spray foam compound for smothering the oil fire. In addition
to the ICG ships, Sri Lankan tugs Ravana, Vishaba and ALP
Winger, also joined the operations on Sep. 4 and commenced
firefighting.
While the collective firefighting was underway, the adrift
distressed vessel was moving towards Sri Lanka coast due to
the prevailing seasonal currents in the area, posing an immediate threat of grounding and resultant oil spill once the vessel
neared the depths of 20 metres.
The Indian Coast Guard boarding team, in a high risk operation braving the rough seas and adverse conditions, embarked the on-fire unmanned tanker and successfully connected the tow to Sri Lankan Tug TTT-1 to pull it away from land
and position favourably into the wind, to prevent spread of fire
to the forward section of the ship.
“This move was crucial turning point of the operation that

ensured saving cargo of the oil tanker as also averting major oil
spill in the region.”
With intense and persistent firefighting attack for three
days by ICG ships, along with Sri Lankan ships and tugs, coming within 50 metres of a potentially huge explosive seat, the
fire got doused by Sep. 6 morning.
ICG ships however continued to monitor the situation, in
case of eruption due to prevalent temperature and embers and
undertook surface-boundary cooling to reduce the temperature around the cargo holds.
As estimation of a likelihood of re-occurrence, a huge explosion again occurred on the starboard of the diesel tank on
Sep. 6 evening, and by midnight, huge flames reaching up to
60 metres height from the deck were seen at the rear part of
the vessel.
All units scaled up from boundary cooling to firefighting
and as a result of yet again sustained and close quarter efforts
by four ICG ships and two Sri Lankan and three salvage tugs,
the fire was completely doused again by Sep. 8 evening.
Continuous boundary cooling with sea water was maintained to reduce temperature of the ship’s structure.
As a result of two major explosions of fuel oil tanks, the
deck and hull on port and starboard side got ruptured. This led
to escape of oil water emulsion from engine room to sea, and
formation of minor oil sheen.
On Sep.9, ICG’s Dornier aircraft, which was preemptively
positioned at a Sri Lankan air base in Mattala was launched in
pollution response configuration for spray of Oil Spill Dispersant (OSD) to neutralise the sheen.
Simultaneously, ICG ships in the area also sprayed OSD

and churned the waters for kinetic action and to accelerate the
disintegration of the oil sheen. Under no circumstances, the
major cargo tanks were breached, nor the Kuwait export crude
escaped to the sea.
“Had there been an oil spill of such magnitude, the fisheries
and livelihood of fishermen of the entire region would have
been severely impacted,” an officer said.
The collective surface firefighting efforts was supplemented by aerial drop of Dry Chemical Powder (DCP), a fire-fighting substance by the Sri Lankan Air Force. Sri Lankan Navy
sought ICG support for five tons DCP for firefighting, which
was sourced from Indian Oil Corporation Limited at Chennai
and airlifted to Trincomalee.
The salvage team hired by the vessel owner arrived on Sep. 6
and aligned with ICG plan and approach to the firefighting operation. The salvage team boarded the vessel on Sep. 9 and assessed
no hot spots, flames, or smoke, with no breach of the cargo tanks.
The naval architect in the salvage team confirmed that the
ship’s stability remained within the safe zone. Indian Coast
Guard continued to closely monitor the situation even after the
salvage team took over control of the ship.
Post-declaration by the salvage team that the vessel is safe,
and upon receiving information from the Sri Lankan authorities through Indian high commission in Sri Lanka, the ICG
units were withdrawn from the operation on Sep. 10.
Sri Lankan government and its armed forces, and the Maldivian President sent out appreciative messages to the Indian
Coast Guard for it timely operation to douse the fire on board
MT New Diamond and for the rescue of the crew members,
and bio-diversity and ecology protection.
NOVEMBER 2020
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Uighurs protest the 71st anniversary of the People’s Republic of China in front of the White House on Oct. 1, 2020.

CHAKRAVIEW

Dark triad of China Communist
Party: Disinformation, Dishonesty,
and Hypocrisy
In addition to its Constitution and founding principles, a country’s executive leadership primarily sets its larger institutions’
tone. A country’s armed forces, diplomatic corps, legislature,
large public sector companies, and the press slowly imbue
themselves with the operant thought paradigm working at the
core of its governmental apparatus and executive leadership.
Phenomenon such as the United States’ private sector enjoying fewer liabilities from governmental oversight, the Pakistan Army’s policy of unrestrained immoral debauchery in Gilgit–Baltistan, and the glaring gap between what the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) says and does are all manifestations
of more profound governmental thought processes.
Unfortunately, applying this maxim to make sense of the
CCP takes us to a dense realm of incomprehensibility. Unlike
in other countries, it is difficult even to speculate, leave alone
gauge, what goes on within the CCP.
One may attribute this to the iron curtain of opacity espoused by the CCP in all its realms of functioning. However,
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what it cannot reveal, it conceals through a dense miasma of
disinformation and propaganda. What it does not approve of is
quickly banned and brushed under the carpet.
For instance, from most recent memory, COVID-19 was the
CCP’s opportunity to reap goodwill and accolades in the global community. However, CCP squandered this opportunity by
sparking a debate about the origin of the COVID pandemic,
restricting access of outsiders to Wuhan, withholding vital
information, and flooding global media with vast amounts of
disinformation.
In this regard, instances of Communist China’s ‘Wolf Warrior’ diplomacy emerging in the post-COVID era are particularly alarming. For example, China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs spokespersons Hua Chunying and Zhao Lijian took to
Twitter to hit back against external criticism of Communist
China’s handling of COVID-19 and low quality of Chinese
medical equipment exported to other countries.
Zhao tweeted that if someone claims that Communist

Pro-democracy activists holding picture of detained Chinese human rights activists, protest outside the Chinese liaison office
in Hong Kong on Oct. 1, 2020 on the occasion of the China’s National Day. They demanded to release the 12 Hong Kong
activists detained at sea by Chinese authorities.
China’s exports are toxic, then stop wearing Communist China-made masks and protective gowns. He suggested (albeit
ridiculously!) in another tweet that It might be (the) US Army
who brought the epidemic to Wuhan. Most would agree that
seeing government officials spew unsubstantiated half-truths
can be profoundly unsettling – this indicates a deeper malaise
operating in the background.
There are numerous reports about China becoming a hotbed of disinformation in the post-COVID era. Ranging from
the fiasco of the widespread rumour that ‘America will be
locked down’ in April, to Xi Jinping‘s endorsement of ‘positive
propaganda’ for ‘correct guidance of public opinion’, something sinister, opaque, and devious seems to be brewing in the
CCP psyche.
To trace the roots of this thought process, one only needs to
revisit Mao Zedong in 1945, when he proclaimed, “we should
carry on constant propaganda among the people on the facts
of progress and bright future ahead so that they will build their
confidence in victory”, thus ushering the sinister era of Chinese disinformation.
The tendency to lie, obfuscate, conceal, and ‘spin stories’
lies at the heart of the CCP disinformation architecture. While
on the surface it may seem that aspirations of ‘grand strategy’
and geopolitical leverage drive this agenda, the truth is much
darker and banal.
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, in his character analysis of Iago,
the super-villain in William Shakespeare‘s seminal play Othello characterises Iago’s hatred and desire to damage the protagonist Othello, as ‘motiveless malignancy’, or, ‘evil for evil’s
sake’.
Perhaps, ‘grand strategy’ and geopolitical leverage may
have been the drivers behind Chinese mega-projects such as

China-Pakistan Economic Corridor and Belt and Road Initiative. But what drives the CCP disinformation architecture is
pure motiveless malignancy, emanating from an inherent desire to undermine, destabilise, and demoralise its rivals and
potential rivals, while preserving its interests through totalitarian regulations.
This is hypocritical and ethically problematic because the
CCP represses information within, while taking full advantage
of open/free environments in democracies to push its contrived agendas into that environment. The CCP huffing and
puffing over an animation film in 2018 because of perceived
resemblances of its protagonist Winnie the Pooh with the Chinese Premier, and subsequently banning it, is a harmless example of CCP’s hard-headedness in the face of criticism.
Similarly, CCP’s freezing of political, economic, and diplomatic relations with Norway in the aftermath of award of the
Nobel Peace Prize to Chinese dissident Liu Xiaobo, is a darker,
more severe manifestation of CCP’s bullishness and hypocrisy.
Thus, whatever CCP says, even from its official channels,
must be taken as a half-truth, if not outright lies! CCP’s actions
in Doklam, Galwan, and spin-doctoring by CCP’s media to portray China as a victim of Indian aggression needs to be seen in
the light of a very potent, dubious disinformation architecture.
To destroy Othello, Iago plants seeds of doubt in his mind.
Subsequently, he regularly waters those seeds by framing
Othello’s reality through his convoluted reasoning. When the
curtains are drawn, Othello’s world has been destroyed. But
Iago is no better, having been destroyed by his own malicious
ambitions.
Honesty in relationships is essential. CCP must wake up
to the importance of this maxim in a globalised, multi-polar
world, where one nation’s export is another nation’s import.
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UN in Beijing’s shackles,
should freely support
democracy in China:
Global activists
New Delhi: A group of pro-democracy activists and human
rights defenders have called for the United Nations and its institutions that are currently kept in shackles by Beijing to free
themselves and support democracy in China.
As Communist China celebrated its National Day on Oct.
1, the activists, with varied background from North America,
Europe and Asia, came on a single platform under the aegis
of New Delhi-based think-tank ‘Law and Society Alliance’ and
‘Defence Capital’ to ask all democratic nations and international human rights organisations to unite against the repressive Chinese Communist Party (CCP) regime in Beijing.
London-based Inter-Parliamentary Alliance on China coordinator Luke De Pulford said human rights and law-based
world order is the responsibility of all nations globally and argued that the rules-based order has come under a severe threat
from the Communist Party of China.
Expressing his disgust at the ongoing persecution in China
of Tibetans, Uighurs and Mongolians, Pulford said it has led to
a severe human rights crisis and genocide, which are extremely serious.
“In Hong Kong, we see that the CCP has completely de-
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stroyed an international treaty and displayed a flagrant disregard for it and the people of Hong Kong,” he said.
Luke de Pulford said he was concerned over China holding the United Nations in shackles. “The CCP has strategically
rolled out an effort to undertake initiatives of the UN leading
to the dependency of the UN agencies on the CCP and coming
under it. Currently, at least 15 UN organisations and bodies
are being headed by the Chinese nationals. These are huge and
important institutions. This is obstructing these agencies to
speak up against China.”
He said, “UN institutions do not question China the way
they should. Hence, neither the genocide and extermination
of Uighurs cannot reach the UN agencies, nor a tribunal could
be formed on this. Neither is it possible at the UN Security Council, as it would be vetoed by China. Every attempt at
the UNHRC to raise the human rights record of China, it falls
down due Chinese clout there.”
Former Union Minister and Arunachal Pradesh MLA Ninong Ering said the world has now realised that coming together of all democracies is indeed necessary to tackle Communist
China, the biggest threat to world peace. “The Communist Par-

ty of China is the antithesis to the ideal pluralistic democracy,”
he said.
“There is a need for people’s movement against China.
I urge all the trade unions and farmers’ organisations of the
world to come together to constitute an alliance for fighting
China – similar to the IPAC. from all over the world.”
Ajmer-Sharif Dargah’s guardian-trustee and Chishty Foundation chairman Syed Salman Chishty argued China’s subversive and oppressive policies towards its own citizens and the
people of the occupied lands is of serious concern to the global community. Its series of acts and defiance of international bodies and community too is worrisome. He expressed his
support to the activists for their global pro-democracy campaign for China.
Chishty called for the world leaders and global bodies like
the UN to re-emphasise their stated goals of world peace and

intervene by launching a pro-democracy movement for China.
“The UN bodies really need to stand up against this repressive
regime. However, UN member-states do not exhibit a realistic
approach towards China.”
Toronto-based Canadian Coalition against Communism
vice president Sheng Xue lay the responsibility for the global
spread of the Coronavirus on Communist China. “But the real
virus was the birth of the CCP years ago and the CCP virus has
now become more dangerous.”
She said Xi Jinping had offended more people globally and
this could be a reason for change that will take place in Communist China soon. “Lives of the oppressed and suppressed
Uighurs, Mongolians, Tibetans, and Chinese are the worst in
the world. They are not even able to fight back against CCP.”
Sheng said globally, nations were not looking at the persecution of the people inside China, as they only saw CCP’s
NOVEMBER 2020
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money. “The Coronavirus has led to global focus
on China and what is going on inside Communist
China. It has provided a chance for people to investigate what is happening inside China. Let us
leverage on this opportunity.”
New York-based Southern Mongolian Human
Rights Information Center director Enghebatu
Togochog said at least 100,000 Mongolians were
killed due to persecution and torture in occupied
Mongolian region and have suffered economic degradation, as farming and use of grasslands
were prohibited and people displaced.
“They have forcibly transported the entire
Mongolian population out of their own lands by
making living on grasslands a crime and herders
have been imprisoned for earning their living by
using their own grasslands. The nomadic lives of
the people have been wiped out.”
He said the Mongolians, for their language
rights, launched a civil disobedience movement,
the largest in Communist China till date after the
1989 Tiananmen Square protests.
“Mass arrests and enforced disappearances
have become common practices. At least 5,000
southern Mongolians have either been detained or
disappeared in the past month alone.
Southern Mongolians shall keep fighting, ultimately to free their land, practice their language,
and determine their political future,” Togochog
said.
Geneva-based The Tibet Bureau special appointee for human rights Thinlay Chukki said
Communist China celebrating their 71st foundation day after persecution of 1.2 million Tibetans
and the destruction of 6,000 monasteries. “They
are working towards the total Sinicisation of Tibetans. Tibet was never a part of China. PRC is only one-fifth
of the territory it currently occupies.”
Chukki said there were no human rights left under the universal declaration of the UN that has not been breached by
Communist China against the Tibetans. She said history was
repeating itself, and cited the example of the CCP breaching its
Hong Kong agreement with the British government, just as the
17-point agreement was signed at the gunpoint and later on
breached by CCP, leading to Dalai Lama fleeing and seeking
refuge in India.
She said China is a threat to the idea of “Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam”, a lofty Indian ideal of the world being one fam-
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ily. “When India sees the world, it sees it as a
global society. Whereas, when China sees the
world, it sees it as a big colony. It is always focusing on colonisation. What is happening with
Hambantota (Sri Lanka), with Pakistan, and
with Myanmar? The Belt and Road Initiative is
nothing but a weapon – a strategy to colonise
the world.”
New York-based World Uyghur Congress
director for Chinese affairs Ilshat Kokbore said
around 3,000,000 Uighurs have been kept under concentration camps. “Since 2000, the CCP
government began detaining and disappearing
the elites and opinion-makers of the Uighur society including university professors, students,
poets, writers, singers, and artists.”
“It is a holocaust in itself. After the holocaust
by the Nazis, the UN promised that it shall never happen again. However, this is happening
again under the CCP, which is celebrating its
success. But this comes at the cost of the blood
of tens of thousands of Uighurs, Mongolians,
and Tibetans.”
He said, “the CCP is infiltrating the US, Europe, and India. They are trying to control all
the resources. This ambition of dominating the
world is explosive. In 1940, politicians hardly
believed that the Chinese Communists were different from the Russian Communists. In fact,
they all failed to see that CCP turned out to be
even worse than the Nazis.”
New-Delhi-based Swadeshi Jagran Manch
national co-convenor Ashwani Mahajan said
the CCP conspired against the rules-based economic order under WTO and took advantage
of the transparency of other signatory nations
under WTO. With this knowledge, CCP began subsidising its
exports and dumping good globally, leading to de-industrialistaion of all their trading partners – including United States,
Europe, and India.
“The economic clout China has got is preventing democratic countries from speaking against it. It was for the first time
under President Donald J. Trump that the US challenged the
Chinese hegemony and the tariff wars began with China,” Mahajan said.
“But the opportunity has come. The whole world is against
China. This is the time that we push against the Chinese economic
aggression on one hand and Chinese hegemony on the other.”

POLICY

Vision 2030: Build India as
UAV Factory of the World
By Rhea Dhar
Amidst the recent Sino-Indian military stand-off, there are
conflicting reports on India’s move to acquire the Medium-Altitude Long-Endurance (MALE) armed Predator-B drone
from the United States, a weapons carrying platform that can
destroy targets using laser-guided bombs or missiles.
This move comes after China’s plan to jointly produce 48
GJ-2 drones (military version of Wing Loong II) for the Pakistani air force. China has the upper hand on Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle exports, as unlike the US, it attracts customers with its
less rigorous export processes to determine the weapon’s use.
The induction of drones into the Indian military was motivated by the intelligence failures which led to the Kargil conflict in 1999 and the 2002 parliament house attack in New
Delhi. Over a 100 UAVs were bought into its forces, which
were mainly Israel Herons and Searchers. They were used for
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR). After a
satisfactory experience with drones, requests for information
(RIF) were made by all three wings of the armed forces in the
recent years.

Drones or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are remotely operated aircraft either by pilots, pre-programmed schedules, or automation systems. The absence of any human in
the aircraft poses an invaluable advantage regarding the loss
and risk to human life in military operations. Additionally, it
eliminates the ‘G-force’ problem faced by piloted aircraft and
provides better manoeuvring. They can be used to track communications and enemy movement, detect improvised explosive devices (IEDs), real-time data transmission, and can act
as missiles and strike enemy targets.
Over the past five years, India has imported seven per cent
of the world’s arms. A massive modernisation drive has been
planned and phased over the next five years by Government
of India. A whopping $250 billion have been attributed to this
drive that began in 2015. A major chunk of this is earmarked
for developing India’s indigenous fleet of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).
It is projected that in the UAV market there will be a 14.1
per cent CAGR growth from 2020 to 2027. It is predicted to
reach $21.8 billion by 2027. A 16.2 per cent CAGR increase is
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predicted from 2020 to 2027, leading to 13.2 million units by
2027.  The growth of the UAV market is being driven by three
key factors. First, is the rising civil and commercial applications and adoption of UAVs. Second, UAVs are increasingly
being used for border patrolling and anti-terrorism activities.
Third, globally we are witnessing federal aviation administrations permitting the deployment of UAVs in different industries. However, the growth is anticipated to be obstructed by
the many restrictions placed on commercial use by various
countries.
Pre-COVID estimates showed that by the end of 2021,
the Indian drone market will have a potential of $900 million (some experts argue that it will be much higher), and the
global market of $21.47 billion. Although the estimates are
impacted by COVID-19, it is believed that due to the adoption of UAVs in combatting and responding to this pandemic,
there will be an increase in demand, which will lead to the
industry’s growth. Not only do drones provide an alternative
to traditional mobility and transportation, they also reduce the
cost of compliance and provide reliable data. They can and are
being used in sectors such as health, city administration and
planning, agriculture, emergency rescue and response, village
mapping, damage assessment, inventory management, flood
monitoring, retail, and delivery of food services and goods.
The Government of India recently announced an initiative to
use drones to map all villages throughout the country to create
a digital repository.
Impact of Covid-19 on the UAV Industry
COVID-19 has brought about a global economic slowdown
affecting most markets, including the UAV sector. Due to
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shutdowns or slowdowns in component suppliers worldwide,
the availability of sub-components and as a result finished
product was reduced. Disruptions to the supply chain have
also slowed down shipments of the UAVs to important markets. With the Jan. 2020 announcement of the COVID-19 virus
outbreak, Chinese exports reduced significantly. This severely affected all UAV industries across the world dependent on
Chinese imports of cameras, gimbals, and batteries. DJI (largest global UAV manufacturer) also announced shortages due
to the virus.
A report by Meticulous Research on the future of the UAV
industry analysed the market’s post-COVID recovery in three
scenarios - fast recovery, slow recovery, and severely impacted.
In the fast recovery scenario, it found that during 2020 and
2021, the market revenues are somewhat affected, however, it
will be followed by consolidation of the market revenues in
subsequent years. In the slow recovery scenario, there will be
a minor dip in market revenues in 2020 and 2021 after which
it will recover at a moderate to slow rate 2022 onwards. In the
severely impacted scenario, there will be a sharp decline in the
market revenues in 2020 and 2021, followed by gradual market growth in the coming years.
Due to a reduced military spending by countries globally,
there is a staggered market growth predicted in 2020. Defence
contracts that were to be signed in 2020 have now been postponed due to the shift of focus on sectors such as healthcare.
However, the pandemic has highlighted the various non-military uses of UAVs, such as conducting necessary surveillance,
delivering medicines and food supplies to remote locations.
Amidst the pandemic, the civil and commercial demand for
UAVs continues to grow to create market revenue prospects.

   In India, there are several sectors where drone usage has
not been completely explored. Precision agriculture, cinematography, inspection and maintenance, gas and refining, and
surveillance and monitoring, are such sectors. Indian barriers
on large-scale commercial adoption and production of drones
has been a hindering factor of UAV usage exploration. This
backdrop along with the foreign nature of this technology,
poses a unique challenge for policy makers.  
Israel - India collaboration
In Feb. 2020, India’s Bharat Electronics Limited and Israel Aerospace Industries signed an MoU to create a centre
for maintenance and technical support for Indian air defence
systems. Israel Aerospace Industries also signed a strategic
collaboration with two Indian firms, Dynamatic Technologies Limited and Hindustan Aeronautics Limited, to work on
drones that will be manufactured in India. Trade currently
stands at a $5 billion, but experts have indicated that as part of
the improvement in bilateral relations it may be increased to
$20 billion in the coming decades.
Elbit Systems and Rafael Advanced Defense Systems are
two major Israeli firms which have supported the Indian defence forces’ needs for many years. India has been dependent
on Israeli products for decades, importing up to 49 per cent of
their exports from 2013-2017. In 2017, India was their largest
purchaser, after which purchases from Israel dropped. Israel
is the second largest seller to India’s defence forces, Russia being the number one supplier.
Under the spirit of ‘Make in India’, foreign companies
must work with domestic companies to create products locally. In 2018, Adani Defence and Elbit formed a joint venture in

Hyderabad for manufacturing Hermes drones. Alpha Design
Technologies works with Bharat Electronics to develop and
manufacture electronic warfare and electro-optics.
UAV Regulations in India
In 2014, the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA)
issued a public notification, forcing a prohibition on the civil utiliaation of drones, considering a legitimate concern for
safety and national security, subject to advance guidelines. Directorate General of Foreign Trade also restricted the import
of UAVs.
In Dec. 2018, the DGCA took an increasingly progressive position, and it recognised that UAVs have possible
civil uses and forcing a sweeping ban was not warranted.
After this, public notification draft guidelines were issued,
expressing the future possibilities of drone utilisation and
innovation in India. This arrangement of guidelines paid
attention to the difficulties of compliance emerging from a
licensing regime.
This draft proposes the creation of Digital Sky, which
works as a stage for convenient paperwork filing to acquire
operators’ permits and unique identification numbers. These
permits and ID numbers are essential for most remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) activities under the guidelines. The guidelines have classified the UAVs under five classifications - large
(greater than 150 kilograms), medium (25 kilograms to 150 kilograms), small (2 kilograms to 25 kilograms), micro (250grams
to 2 kilograms), and nano (250 grams or less). Drones more
than 2 kilograms in weight must be registered. It was additionally set out that the drones are to be flown inside the visual
line of sight (VLOS).
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In Jan. 2019, the drone ecosystem policy roadmap was realised by a special task force under the Ministry of Civil Aviation. It focused on attending to challenges such as autonomous operations and Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS).
In 2019, the Ministry of Civil Aviation additionally revealed the National Counter Rogue Drone guidelines with a
plan to address the national security and legal issues, which
have revealed themselves in different jurisdictions because of
unchecked and unregulated activities of drones.
The MoCA and DGCA also set up a portal, the Government Authorization for Relief Using Drones, also known as
GARUD. The portal guarantees a fast track process of giving
determined exceptions to government agencies to conduct
COVID-related operations to protect the health of frontline
workers.
POINTS TO PONDER
Lack of sufficient funds
There is a huge gap between the market potential and
the capital being put in to harness that potential. India has
increased in terms of market and demand but is lagging the
world because a $2 million funding has been provided to tap
into a $5 billion market, which is too less.
Need for private players
While it may be expected that government agencies will be
one of the biggest end-clients of the business, new ecosystems
should be created by means of public-private partnerships.
Most PSUs have their own drone programmes. It is recognised
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that the private sector can benefit the innovation and creation in the UAV industry and hence support must be provided to private entities big or small. As referenced in the
draft DGCA Circular on Requirements for Operation of Civil Remotely Piloted Aircraft System (RPAS), arrangements
for easy access to testing should be made for private players
too (Defence Aviation, 2020). Policy makers should further
reserve at least 25 per cent of the drone business for the
private industry.
Difficulties faced by entrepreneurs
Entrepreneurs in the UAV industry are faced with various
issues. More on field exposure for entrepreneurs is required
to increase innovation. On-field exposure is limited due to low
Ease of Doing Business. There are still many hurdles one must
overcome in the drone business in India. Currently, most of
the entrepreneur’s energy is being spent on survivability and
not innovation, which impacts the R&D capability.
Dependence on China
India is dependent on imports for some critical components, of which most are Chinese imports due to their good
quality and price. This dependence must be reduced either by
boosting R&D in this field for large scale manufacturing, or
by reverse engineering the imported product and producing it
within India.
R&D concerns
Our R&D, which is insufficient, is dependent on demand
and never has futuristic motivations. It is also motivated by the

aspiration of being published in an international journal. This
poses a challenge because attempting to compete with global
trends often side-lines the real needs of India. There needs to
be an incentive which mobilises the industry and academia to
work together.
Currently, R&D depends on government grants, which do
not have strict set goals or milestones. If the industry begins
funding, then there will be certain expectations in place for
practical results.  
R&D is also plagued with extremely high overhead costs.
The overhead costs of a beginner R&D firm are as large as
those of a large-scale manufacturer. It should ideally only
be of the workers and capital goods. It is necessary to provide a way to reduce their overheads.
Pressure on R&D to pay funds and generate revenue should
also be reduced, as R&D requires patience.

Reforming the role of the government
The market should be allowed to decide which firm is better at producing drones in the micro, mini, or large category.
The government should not decide this.
Currently, government officials face no penalty if they
re-tender, delay a tender, or do not sign a tender. The official,
in this case, is only concerned about the questions, which will
be asked if they sign a tender which demotivates them to sign
a tender. This needs to be changed.

Shortages of orders
Within the defence budget, due to non-availability of funds
for capital expenditure, orders are done only at 50 per cent of
the required numbers. This restricts the Indian players from
taking part in the defence procurement for military drones, as
the numbers are inadequate to sustain the business.

Training and skilling
Focussing on training and skilling will ensure a safe and
smooth transition as India’s drone usage is expanded, particularly in the private sector. In tandem with this, the Indian
Institute of Drones (IID) with the GOI can assume an essential
role in training the youth in drone innovation, UAV piloting
and other activities while focusing on security and safety.

Lack of awareness
Users and manufacturers alike may lack the knowledge
of Digital Sky as well as NPNT. Furthermore, in India where
drones are imported, these regulations may cause a roadblock,
as the drones will need to be modified, in accordance with Indian regulations.

Roles of State governments
State governments ought to have drone exploratory activities to investigate drone applications in the state. For instance,
each district collector can be provided with drones to be used
for different applications. Furthermore, centralising this effort
will help explore and study the various applications in detail.

Drawbacks/Challenges faced due to UAV usage
Although reducing restrictions in the civil use of drones is
argued for, the absence of such, leads to various concerns, of
which some are mentioned below.
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Unauthorized Surveillance
Using the cause of national security, the system of drones
with impeccable high-resolution cameras can be utilised to
track profiles and personal data of individuals, by both the
state and private agencies. Drones working with fake towers can crack wi-fi codes and intercept messages and mobile
phones without the consent and knowledge of the owners of
such devices. Advanced drones can infiltrate test networks and
gather unencrypted data and even set up counterfeit access
points. This unwarranted surveillance has a chilling impact on
the people’s right to dissent, citizen’s civil liberties, and their
intellectual privacy. In addition, data gathered secretly can be
utilised to extort or ruin opponents. This collected data can
also be used to draw inferences of other data which raises issues of consumer power and autonomy, and privacy rights.
Security Hazards
Drones utilized by the state for the reasons law enforcement, and for infiltration prevention at the border contain
sensitive information. Computers can be compromised. Meanwhile, drones can be hacked, spoofed, or jammed and its information can be exposed to abuse.
Apart from this, drones can be used to hack different devices. Scientists at Singapore University of Technology with the
assistance of drones hacked printers from outside the building
and gathered the material data.
Risk of Accidents
We cannot deny the risk of accidents a considerably heavy
drone flying at a certain height pose. Accidents can occur due
to collisions, loss of navigational control, battery failures, or
failure of equipment. Drones are not equipped with the advanced technology required to handle such collisions. Furthermore, the user may not be trained enough to handle such accidents. Within six months over 600 cases of drones flying too
close to airplanes were reported in the US.
Way forward
The focus has been on improving ground systems, post
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which, it will move to underwater equipment. A completely unmanned physical warship is something yet to be developed. Efforts are needed to increase the radius of command by
using satellites as right now we can operate only up to a certain
distance before the earth’s curvature prevents the signal from
reaching the drone.
Additionally, focus must be placed on creating an ecosystem of profound R&D and testing in India. Work must be
carried out to determine how India can be made the testing
centre of the world. Importance must be given to generating
Indian IP. Policy changes must be made to motivate individuals to innovate within India and choose India for their testing
and R&D. Testing could take place in the two Defence Corridors. Red tape and industrial hurdles must be removed. Industry-academic partnerships must be improved, in a way that
the industry gets the revenue and academia gets the royalties.
Regulations in the industry must be carefully eased. Furthermore, there is no need to produce everything from scratch
domestically. Some parts can be imported, and some can be reverse engineered and then produced in India. The focus should
be on increasing and determining applications and use cases.
To meet domestic demand and cater to global demand,
manufacturing clusters can be identified under the self-reliance theme and ‘Make in India’. Joint ventures with other
countries for production can be adopted as well.
An exclusive organisation, independent of the DRDO, must
be created only to look at the UAV industry. It must be given
at least Rs 5,000 crore and must work to create a roadmap for
the next 15 years.
There has been a huge increase in demand for UAVs but this
demand needs to be aggregated carefully to open up an economically viable path for those who want to build this technology
or the components of drones in India. The government can realign the guidelines and regulations of the drone industry with
the focal approaches of ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’ and ease of doing
business to improve the domestic development of this industry. As the industry, currently driven by the applications around
COVID-19, continues to evolve and improve, concerns around
privacy and data protections will have to be addressed.

EVENT

China uses data as a weapon,
India has to stop Beijing’s mobile
apps, 5G invasion: Experts
New Delhi: China’s Communist Party and its military arm
use data collected about Indians and through mobile 5G networks as a weapon and these technologies are clearly a spying
tool for India’s northern neighbour, according to experts and
thinkers on India’s national security.
They also called for a long-term strategy to provide greater impetus to development of indigenous technologies and
manufacturing capabilities in the telecom sphere, apart from
an omnibus national security law to deal with non-military
threats from the Asian dragon.
There also exists a need to curb China’s economic expansionism, based on its reliance on manufacturing cheap goods
coupled with Communist government’s subsidy, which has almost de-industrialised the US and several European countries.
The experts and thinkers at the webinar on “Data as a
weapon: Chinese invasion through Mobile Apps, 5G” were
India’s retired Telecom Secretary and former NASSCOM
president R. Chandrashekhar, data sovereignty activist and

Secretary of Centre for Knowledge Sovereignty Vinit Goenka, and senior journalist and television news anchor Siddharth Zarabi. The webinar was hosted on Friday evening
by New Delhi-headquartered think-tank Law and Society
Alliance and defence and strategic affairs news magazine
Defence.Capital.
“A long-term strategy aimed at providing greater impetus
to development of indigenous manufacturing industries along
with an omnibus national security law to deal with threats outside military issues are essential for taming the Chinese dragon that has built its global economic clout by amassing data
from across various countries,” the experts said.
The webinar happened just days after India banned 59
Chinese mobile Apps and has barred Chinese companies
from participating in Indian infrastructure projects such
as national highways, railways and other critical sectors,
even as their armies are engaged in an eyeball-to-eyeball
confrontation in eastern Ladakh for the last two months.
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Vinit Goenka, in his forceful argument for data sovereignty,
said the ban of 59 Chinese mobile apps was just the tip of the
iceberg, as the Asian dragon gobbles up massive amounts of
data and indulges in digital colonisation of India by capturing
the online activities of Indians.
China surreptitiously pilfers data through common household devices like CCTV cameras, most of which are either imported from China or assembled in India with Chinese components because of the affordability factor. The sensors in these
devices can be controlled directly from the Chinese territory,
as has been experienced globally in several security breaches
that have happened in the recent years, he said.
“The data helps China and its military operators of the
Chinese companies to do data mining of its mobile apps users
through quantum computing. A mobile app like TikTok was
used to penetrate the untapped Indian rural market by allowing use of local languages, while American apps such as Facebook still relied on English language,” Goenka said.
“Data mining also helps China to assess what cheap goods
to manufacture and where in India to influence buyer behaviour, thereby killing local manufacturers and traders dealing with those goods. He gave examples of how items used in
religious ceremonies by Indians were manufactured by China
and dumped in areas where such rituals are performed, killing
the local businesses. The need is for data sovereignty, which
should remain solely within political boundaries,” he said.
While social media has become extremely popular and
pervasive in the 21st century, where a lot of data has moved
on to gargantuan platforms like Facebook, Twitter and TikTok, a long-term strategy beyond banning of apps is needed
by India to deal with the challenges posed by the changed
nature of relationship between security and economic issues.
Data collated through the platforms is used for value addition
by the host country through analysis and inference with the
use of artificial intelligence and machine learning, Goenka
added.
Chandrasekhar, who has served both in the government
and the industry in the telecom and information technology
sectors, said the data is used by the platforms to alter and influence human behaviour besides pushing public opinion. This
has happened over the last few years and influencing public
opinion in an enemy country is such a huge weapon in the
hands of China.
“With the Chinese apps and 5G technology, there have been
allegations of their links to the People’s Liberation Army and
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the Chinese Communist Party government in China. We cannot afford vulnerability to China now that we are on the brink
of an armed confrontation at the borders. The ultimate solution lies in developing our own capabilities and capacities in
the critical sectors such as telecom, communication, and information technologies, that also have defence and military
applications. The only approach to weaponisation of the social
media and the telecom technologies by China is to build domestic capability as early as possible,” Chandrashekhar said.
The former bureaucrat, with a lot of insider knowledge and
technical wisdom, said with 5G technology, data exchange
takes place over telecom networks. “Unless our telecom networking infrastructure is secured, we won’t be able to face the
challenge posed by China. In order to secure data sovereignty,
public sector units in India including C-DOT and C-DAC have
to play a more defining role in the area in the future.”
China’s philosophy in supporting companies, such as Huawei and ZTE for their 5G technology and TikTok and others
engaged in running social networking platforms, is to create
modern-day versions of the East India Company, which had
been used by the British to colonise India, he said.
Siddharth Zarabi, with over two decades of experience covering the Indian public policy and business, said India should
look up to the United States for its omnibus national security
law and develop its own legislation in national interest.
“India’s composition of its trade with China can be reversed. The US has done so citing security issues despite being
a signatory to the World Trade Organisation. The government
should follow the ‘Atma Nirbharta’ model, that is self-reliance,
as has been stressed upon by Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
For several years now, the focus on ‘Swadeshi’ had been compromised. National sovereignty cannot be mortgaged by politics,” Zarabi said.
He said in 1999, the ingress in Kargil forced India to think
about how strategic spots on the borders cannot be ceded and
domestic military strength is imperative. Chinese aggression
in 2020 has awakened the 130 crore Indians to the threat
posed by digital colonisation and how, it is important for India
to not only build its military and economic strength, but also
develop strategic alliances with like-minded nations globally
to counter China.
There was consensus among the panelists that in a postCOVID world order, India has to be careful about the message
it sends out in its bid to protect its sovereignty from Chinese
invasion in the digital and commerce space.

EVENT

Pakistan kills Sikhs, but funds and
fuels Khalistani terror elsewhere:
Canadian journalist
New Delhi: Pakistan has been eliminating its Sikh population
for decades through killings, rapes, abductions and forced marriages of young women, yet is funding and fueling Khalistani
terrorism and separatist movement globally to achieve it sinister plans to break up India, a Canadian expert, who authored a
recently released report on the subject, has said.
Terry Milewski, who wrote the Sep. 9 report “Khalistan:
A Project of Pakistan” published by the Canadian think-tank
Macdonald-Laurier Institute, said the Khalistani terrorist had
sworn their allegiance to Pakistan, which in turn has pledged
to play the tunes of China.
Milewski was speaking at a webinar “Khalistani Terrorism
and Canada” organised by Delhi-headquartered think-tank
Law and Society Alliance and strategic affairs publication Defence.Capital through video conferencing on Sep. 18. evening.
The Macdonald-Laurier Institute report has set the cats
among the pigeons and has taken the Khalistan extremists by
storm, triggering an intense global debate on Khalistani ter-

rorism, and exposing Pakistan’s major hand in it.
Milewski said his report had exposed the Khalistan extremists and Pakistan, where real Sikhs still suffer from forcible
conversion to Islam, attack on Gurudwara, abductions and
killings. “It is like the India-Pakistan partition days are not yet
over. This is why the Sikh population is rapidly declining in
Pakistan.”
He said the trigger for writing the report even after 35 years
of the Khalistani terrorists’ Air India bombing, the largest
mass killing Canada has ever seen and its victims yet to see
complete justice delivered, was the ambitious Khalistan map
that he saw of the ‘Referendum 2020’ campaign. The proposed
Khalistan map had included several parts of India, including
some landmass of Rajasthan, the entire Indian side of Punjab,
Himachal Pradesh, Haryana, and Delhi.
“But this map, put up by Sikhs For Justice as part of the
voter enlisting exercise in Canada, did not claim a single inch
of Pakistani territory as part of Khalistan. It should have inNOVEMBER 2020
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cluded Lahore, from where Maharaja Ranjit Singh ran an empire, and Nankana Sahib, where Guru Nanak Dev Ji was born.
Why are those parts of land with Sikh history being left out?
The answer is that people who are organising the movement
for Khalistan cannot afford to run the campaign without Pakistan’s monetary and other kinds of support. They do not want
to annoy their masters.”
Milewski said he had seen the open Pakistan support to the
extremist Khalistani during the Aug. 15 protests organised in
front of Indian missions in Canada. Though the two sides try to
hide the support, they get exposed each time, he said.
Milewski criticised liberal nations like Canada for waiting
for the Khalistani terrorists to strike and kill its citizens rather
than to act preemptively despite tell-tale signs of the plot regarding the Air India flight.
United Kingdom’s Member of House of Lords, Lord Rami
Ranger, thanked Milewski for the “explosive” report and noted
that his credibility made it even more powerful.
“Khalistani extermists are an insult to the Sikh Gurus. They
are totally misguided, and work at the behest of Pakistan that
uses religion to divide people.” He also appealed to the nations
that have given shelter to the Khalistani separatists to realise
the harm they were committing to their own citizens, like those
affected by the Air India flight terror attack.
“The Khalistanis, by working for India’s enemies, are committing a crime that goes against their Gurus, who worked
to unite India, and their own kith and kin. They have done
enough damage to the legacy of their Gurus.”
Lord Ranger said India needs to open its doors and have
intelligent communicators placed in the embassies abroad
to counter the information warfare unleashed by Pakistan
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through the Khalistani elements.
Sukhi Chahal, Chairman of Punjab Foundation and Founder of ‘The Khalsa Today’, said Pakistan had destroyed Punjab
by fuelling terrorism. He also hit out at the Khalistani elements globally for their silence on the atrocities committed on
the Sikh community in Pakistan.
“Recently, one Granthi’s (Sikh religious preacher’s) daughter was kidnapped in Pakistan, forcibly converted, and married to a Muslim. None of the Kahlistanis spoke against it. That
is because, Pakistan is where the support for Khalistan is coming from.”
Chahal said the common Sikh community in the West
should rise up against the Khalistani elements. Else, their silence will inflict a bigger damage to the community and Sikhism, he said.
Major Gaurav Arya, a defence and national security analyst, advocated an aggressive approach while dealing with
the Khalistani terrorism. “India has started too much to depend on the United Nations. For countering the Khalistanis
in North America and the United Kingdom, India has to set
up special teams in Indian embassies. These teams should be
asked to exclusively deal with Khalistanis and engage with
political leaders and explain to them the reasons to not support or fund them.”
Noting that the Mahabharata war cannot be fought with
the ethics and morality of Ramayana, Major Gaurav Arya said
India should get into the extremely aggressive mode. “We are
surrounded by two non-democratic systems, which are nuclear powers. Intent and Capability are two key ingredients required if you have to fight them. India has the capability. What
we need from the government is intent,” he concluded.
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